Meeting with residents of Girgaon and Kalbadevi

Date :-  28 Aug 2015
Venu :-  CR2 Bldg, Nariman point, Mumbai-32.
Subject :-  Minutes of the meeting held with residents of Girgaon and Kalbadevi
Attendees :-  MMRC

1. Smt. Maya Patole Dy. Collector
2. Shri. Bhasme DGM (C)
3. Shri. K. Satish AGM (C)
4. Shri. Ranjit Devare (DE)
5. Shri. Amit Karande (Land Survey)
6. Representative of CATAPULT Organization

Residents Members
1. Shri. Padurang Sakpal (Shiv Sena Shakha Pramukh – Chira bazar)
2. Smt. Homa Pourdehi
3. Shri. Manoj Ratod
4. Shri. Beruz Pourdehi
5. Shri. Rakesh Jaun Rathod
6. Shri. Manoj Jaun Rathod
7. Smt. Goolu H. Sweekdwalla
8. Smt. Sherco K. Karkaia
9. Shri. Shambu Dayal Agrawal
10. Smt. Manazzainabadi

Local Resident of Girgaon & Kalbadevi and concerned citizens.

In order to interact with local residents of Girgaon and Kalbadevi regarding land requirement and other concerned issues for MML3 project, an Interaction meeting was arranged. It was attended by Shri. Sakpal (Shiv Sena Shakha Pramukh – Chira bazar) along with local resident of Girgaon & Kalbadevi and concerned citizens.

A small brief about project details by MMRCL was presented, following to that discussion were happened with the attendees. The compilation of the discussion, questions, suggestions and objections are listed as follows;

It is been requested that few plots identified for proposed Kalbadevi Station of MML3 project at JSS road should be avoided, some option of alternative alignment were suggested by them.

- The attendees requested to clarify rehabilitation and compensation scheme.
• The attendees had few queries like whether the disaster management analysis had been considered while designing underground structures, keeping in view of safety it was also requested to share the technical study report prepared by MML3 to design the structures.
• They also commented that Mumbai is situated on rock, hence they requested MMRCL to share the precautionary measures taken in design and safety.
• It is requested to MMRCL to share the studies undergone to control intensity of vibration during construction and permanent stage after construction.

To all the queries raised, MMRCL officials responded as below:

- The present alignment of public transport system of Metro line 3 is finalized after considering all possible options. Therefore suggestion to shift the alignment is not feasible.
- MMRC has appointed a consultant for “Preparation of comprehensible redevelopment action plan for rehabilitation of families affected by Mumbai metro-III project in Girgaon and Kalbadevi station precincts through redevelopment of existing affected building”.
- Appeal was made to the representative of affected families to extend cooperation for the survey to be conducted by the consultants.
- MMRCL officials asked them to appoint one representative for every affected building for co-ordination with MMRC & consultants.
- Separate meeting will be conducted by technical team to clarify the technical queries raised by affected families.
- Reports related to project planning EIA, SIA, construction methodology and traffic integration planning will be uploaded on MMRDA website.

The meeting then ended with thanks to all participants with a request seeking cooperation of resident in Timely implementation of the project.